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Abstract. This paper describes a service for the generation of inflected single
words and multi-word terms for glossary entry markup in an electronic learn-
ing management system. We describe the architecture of our finite-state based
morphology system for analysis and generation of inflected German open word
classes, which is based on the Open Lexicon Interchange Format. The genera-
tion of terminological multi-word noun phrases from glossary entries requires
morpho-syntactic analysis and generation. Therefore, we combine our morphol-
ogy and a small LFG grammar using the XLE grammar development tool. For
unknown lemmas, an inflection class guesser following a decision tree like ending-
guessing approach is implemented which works completely within the finite-state
framework.
Keywords: Morphological generation, morphological analysis
1 Introduction
1.1 Glossaries in E-Learning Systems
One advantage of e-learning with regard to traditional book-reading activities is the
ability of hyperlinking definitions right into the learner’s texts. Most modern e-learning
management systems (LMS)1 support the use of glossaries. Both popular LMS, Moodle
and OLAT, allow course authors to associate a glossary with a specific course, and
support the automatic hyperlinking2 of glossary entries in the course texts with their
corresponding definition entries.
For strongly inflected languages, the base forms found in glossary entries are of-
ten different from the inflected word forms occurring in the texts. Therefore, systems
which try to hyperlink automatically either need to lemmatize the texts, or they gen-
erate the inflected forms before linking. Such systems exist, e.g. “TRA automatic
e-LearningTMBuilder”3 as part of a commercial LMS, which automatically expand base
forms as “switch” into “switches, switched, switching”.
1 E.G., Moodle (http://www.moodle.org), OLAT (http://www.olat.org), or ILIAS
(http://www.ilias.de). An evaluation is available in [Haag, 2009].
2 With modern Web techniques, the definition content can be presented smoothly in-page as a
textual overlay without opening a separate web page.
3 A white paper entitled “Closed Captions with Automatic Hyperlinks to Glossary” http:
//www.traclassroom.com/pdfs/30P204264.pdf describes their method.
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Apart from the benefits for the learner, automatic indexing also helps course authors
to keep their terminology more complete and consistent. As long as glossaries are course
specific, the problems caused by linking false positives seem low.
1.2 Project Goals: Glossary Linking for OLAT
The aim of our project is a generation service for German which allows course authors
an easy, but controlled addition of inflected variants for their glossary entries:
1. Generation of inflected word forms for nouns and verbs: “Beweis” (proof) →
“Beweise Beweisen Beweises ”; “integrieren” (to integrate)→ “integriere integri-
eren integrierend integrierest integrieret integrierst integriert integrierte integrierten
integriertest integriertet”
2. Generation of multi word entries of the type ’attributive adjective + noun’: “endlicher
Automat” (finite state automaton)→ “endlichem Automaten, endlicher Automat,
endlicher Automaten, endlichen Automaten, endliche Automat, endliche Auto-
maten”4
Currently, we generate the full paradigm for verbs. As subjunctive forms are very
rare in fact, they could be suppressed. Inflected words in the 1st or 2nd person rarely
occur in descriptive texts. However, one reason to keep them are Web 2.0 tools as
discussion forums where glossary entry recognition may be activated as well. Other open
questions are whether adjectives should be derived from verbs, e.g. from past participles
as “integriertem” or present participles as “integrierende”. Verbs with separable prefixes
may also generate discontinuous forms. Currently, the implemented term recognition
and hyperlinking routine in OLAT is limited to continuous text segments and the markup
of such cases is not feasible anyway. Practical experience with glossaries built in OLAT
should give us hints as to what is really needed in further development.
We also support generation of forms typically found in a back-of-the-book index as
“Automat, endlich” (with base form adjective) or “Automat, endlicher” (with inflected
adjective).
1.3 OLAT Integration
Our web-based generation service5 is only called once a glossary author edits the entry.
As shown in Fig. 1, the glossary author is free to select or deselect any of the generated
word forms.
Whereas the linking in Moodle is done on the web server, OLAT uses a client based
approach realised with JavaScript technique. Thus the glossary entry detection and
hyperlink creation is burdened on the user’s computer. For viewing, every glossary
4 The non-standard use of “Automat” for accusative case could be generated as well, because this
and other affected words are found in a specific OLIF inflection class.
5 The service is realized as a Common Gateaway Interface (CGI) which delivers an XML doc-
ument customized for the further processing in OLAT: http://kitt.ifi.uzh.ch/kitt/
cgi-bin/olat/ms_de.cgi?pos=an&word=Automat,endlich. For details on the imple-
mentation regarding the glossary service side in OLAT, see [Haag, 2009].
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definition is fetched asynchronously from the server on demand. In contrast to the
aforementioned TRA Glossary Builder where entry expansion and linking happens at
course deployement time, glossary modifications show up immediately and also affect
texts which are constantly and collaboratively added by the users in wiki pages and
forums.
Fig. 1. Glossary form in OLAT with button for the generation service request and the selection
checkboxes for the individual inflected word forms.
1.4 mOLIFde: A Lexical Resource and Another Morphological System for
German
The lack of an open and standard-based lexical resource for German which meets the
morphological needs for typical text technological applications was one part of our
motivation when starting mOLIFde in 2005. The other part was to build upon such a
resource to create a finite-state based system for morphological analysis and class-based
generation.
For maximal use of existing language technology standards and resources, we adhere
strictly to the EAGLES specification for German morphosyntax [EAGLES, 1996] for
the lexical grammar, and use the “Recommended Values for OLIF Data Categories” for
German [McCormick et al., 2004] from the OLIF (Open Lexicon Interchange Format)
consortium6 which define a morphological abstraction layer covering also lexical and
distributional information needed for common text technological applications. There
are 388 classes for verbs, 216 for nouns, and 34 for adjectives. The huge number of
inflection classes requires a systematic specification approach with as much as possible
automated reuse thereof. Every OLIF inflection class had to be reconstructed by a vector
of linguistic features. Every single feature corresponds to a finite-state concatenation,
restriction, or replacement (including deletion and insertion) which implements this
behavior. Finally, a class-specific transducer is constructed by means of composition
and concatenation using the relevant transducers as specified for each OLIF class.
6 See http://www.olif.net.
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As a lexical resource, we originally intended to use the lexicon of the OpenLogos7
translation system. Its inflection classes are in fact the main source of the OLIF classi-
fication. Unfortunately, the quality of the preclassified entries are minor than initially
thought and need manual verification. Therefore, other free lexical resources as [Lezius,
2000] were exploited.
To ease the incorporation of preclassified entries, we keep the lexicographic interface
minimal. No more than a stem and its numeric OLIF inflection code (e.g. “endlich
90”, or “Automat 75”) must be provided.8 As a consequence of this, we take a strictly
rule-based approach for each inflection class resulting in a “lemma-and-paradigm” style
morphology. This contrasts with morphological systems as TAGH [Geyken and Han-
neforth, 2006] or SMOR [Schmid et al., 2004], where many entries need several
allomorphic stems together with their distributional properties. See [Clematide, 2008]
for a more in-depth comparison between our and other systems concerning lemmatization
and generation.
When we started with basic experience in morphological engineering, the use of
the Xerox finite state tools (XFST) [Beesley and Karttunen, 2003] with their interactive
development and debugging facilities was a reasonable choice for us. It would be
interesting to compare the performance of XFST with the open source tool SFST [Schmid
et al., 2004] when such heavy use of composition of circular transducers is made as
within our system.
2 Approaches for the Generation of Word Forms
This section presents different techniques for morphological generation based on finite-
state methods. We assume basic knowledge about lexical transducers and the XFST
notation.
2.1 Classical Transducer-based Generation
The classical finite-state way of generation consists in specifying a lemma and its lexical
morphological features so that the corresponding word forms appear on the surface side
of a lexical transducer. In terms of the EAGLES-based features of mOLIFde, this means
constructing a lexical representation as Automat "=noun" "=pl" "=gen" "=masc"
for the generation of the word form Automaten.
If we want to generate the whole paradigm as in our case, every morphological
feature combination has to be constructed as an input. This seems cumbersome, but
a simple finite-state solution exists. If we delete all morphological features on the
lexical side of a lexical transducer only the base forms remain which are then related to
their inflected word forms. This approach has the advantage that we can also generate
word forms built into the lexical transducer by productive compounding and derivation
7 We found approx. 120’000 German lemmas in its lexical database. For more information, see
http://logos-os.dfki.de.
8 Class-based generation of inflection paradigms may be tested on the Web demo: http://www.
cl.uzh.ch/kitt/molif.
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rules. However, for morphologically and semantically ambiguous base forms as “Bank”
(meaning bank or bench), the transducer blends the different word forms of both entries.9
Generating directly from the internal lemma representation has some drawbacks. In
the case of verbs with separable prefixes, we need a segmentation marker that guides
the insertion of infixes. Concerning gradation of adjectives, mOLIFde would generate
comparative and superlative forms which may be inconvenient. At last, plural nouns as
glossary entries occur more often than expected.
A general finite-state solution to these problems is feasible by regular relation
operations according to the idea that we generate from base forms which were analyzed
beforehand. Let T be a our original lexical transducer. First, build an analyzer A by
restricting the admissible word forms to lexicographic entries, i.e., nominative case for
nouns and adjectives, infinitive for verbs:
define A [$["=nom"|"=norm-inf"]] .o. T];
Second, define a replacement relation F2 which eliminates exactly the morphological
features which the generator should vary10, i.e., case, number, etc.
define F2 [ 0 <- ["=pl"|"=sg"|"=nom"|...]]; # Simplified
Third, compose a new transducer which combines analysis and generation:
define AG [F2 .o. T].i .o. [F2 .o. A];
Lexicographic base forms are now on the lower side of the transducer and generated
word forms are on the upper side.
2.2 Extra-lexical and Class-based Generation
If we need to generate a paradigm for an entry which is not part of our lexical transducer,
this can be achieved by using the strictly class-based infrastructure of mOLIFde where,
in principle, any stem can be inflected using any inflection code. This kind of lemma-
and-paradigm generation works by filling up xfst source code templates built upon the
architecture from Fig. 2 with the actual base form, compiling this source code on the fly
by xfst, and finally, printing the result. In our case, this is the lower language of the
entry-specific transducer containing the admissible word forms.
OLIF code for class i • Lemma • Inflection suffixes and features for i
◦
Restrictions G and n replacements rules R specific to class i: G◦Ri1 ◦ . . .◦Rin
Fig. 2. Main architecture of the class-based inflection component for a lemma of inflection class i
in mOLIFde: ◦ means composition of transducers, • means concatenation. For each OLIF class, a
single binary transducer implements the corresponding restrictions and replacements.
9 This is a problem if we want to present the different word forms sorted by their underlying base
forms.
10 To suppress the generation of different gradation forms we do not eliminate the gradation
feature.
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2.3 Guessing of Unknown Words for German
For German, [Nakov et al., 2003] worked on the guessing of morphological classes.
They used many different knowledge sources as lexicons, frequencies from raw text
corpora and annotated corpora, compound splitting, Mikheev-like [Mikheev, 1997]
ending-guessing rules with confidence values. Their best guessing rules with confidence
values> 99% were mainly linked to derivation classes with suffixes such as “ung”, “eit”,
“ion” which had a coverage of 75%, and a precision in strict evaluation mode of about
66% with regard to morphological classification.
Recently, [Adolphs, 2008] published on an inflection class guesser for open word
classes using raw text corpora. Using a variant of the SMOR system, hypothesis
paradigms are generated for unknown words and ranked according to existing forms in a
text corpus. An evaluation against the TIGER corpus resulted in a precision of 41.7%
and a recall of 55.0% for nouns, if only the hypothesis with the best rank was chosen.
Finite-state Based Ending Guessing To keep the guesser efficient and tightly bound to
the XFST framework, we implemented a longest-match ending guesser as a transducer,
using the upper priority union operator .P.11. In XFST the regular expression L .P. R
denotes the union of L and R, except that, whenever L and R have the same string on
the upper side, the string in L overrides the string in R. Therefore, [a:b] .P. [a:c]
equals [a:b].
A Perl script computes statistics over suffix n-gramms (3 ≤ n≤ 5) from the entries
in our lexicon. For each n-gramm, it is checked whether the relative frequencies between
the two most frequent classes differ by more than a threshold value (20%). According
to this criterion, the specific suffixes are deterministically combined with their OLIF
classes.
define 5GRAMM [ {erung} 0:{_64} |{ismus} 0:{_82} | ... ] ;
define 4GRAMM [ {nanz} 0:{_64} |{tter} 0:{_52} | ... ] ;
define 3GRAMM [ {mee} 0:{_71} |{hat} 0:{_68} | ... ] ;
# Longest match decision-tree like classification transducer
define Guesser ?* [ 5GRAMM .P. ? 4GRAMM .P. ? ? 3GRAMM ];
Evaluation of the Ending Guesser We performed an evaluation on the coverage of
our current lexicon and the performance of the noun guesser based on 200 randomly
selected noun entries from a sociology lexicon12 which we consider representative for
the glossaries in OLAT. 121 (60.5%) entries were known. 6 unknown lexicon entries
consisted of plural forms13 like “Medien” (media) or “Waren” (goods). 58 (79.5%) of all
11 The definition of this operator is given by Q .P. R = Q | [~[Q.u] .o. R] in [Karttunen,
1998].
12 http://www.sociologicus.de/lexikon
13 As this unexpected high frequency of plural nouns in this resource seems representative to us
for common glossary entries, we will change our system so that nominative plural forms are
recognized as entries.
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73 unknown singular lexicon entries were guessed correctly. No classification was given
for 11 entries (15%) such as “Proporz” (proportional representation election system),
“Peergroup” (english loan word), or “Stereotyp” (stereotype). Wrong classifications were
given for 5 entries (6.8%) such as “Zielkonfl|ikt”14 (conflict of goals) or “Hirnst|amm”
(brain stem).
An application-oriented evaluation was additionally made on the 5 wrong classifi-
cation decisions. Using the correct inflection class, 18 word forms were generated in
addition to the base forms. Using the wrong classification resulted in 13 inflected word
forms. 5 of them were wrong (precision 61.5%), and 10 word forms were missing (recall
44.4%).
With respect to the currently limited size of our lexicon (24.696 noun entries), these
results are better than expected. The import of the lexical database of [Lezius, 2000]
which contains a lot of scientific terms seems to have a positive effect on coverage.
3 Morpho-syntactic Generation with XLE
The generation of noun groups such as “endlicher Automat” has slightly different
requirements than single word generation because of the presence of inflected attributive
adjectives. Additionally, syntactic generation involves agreement checks regarding
number, case, gender, and inflection type for adjectival nouns.
We evaluated the use of XLE15 for our project.16 Potential drawbacks were processor
time requirements. Fortunately, our minimal grammar and adapted runtime options made
this tool efficient enough for our purposes. On the positive side, XLE integrates smoothly
with XFST transducers, supports unification of morphological features, and allows for
optimality markers in grammar rules so that back-of-the-book index format may get
parsed, but will not be generated.
As can be seen in Fig. 3, the analysis and generation involves two main processes.
First, the morphological analysis of the glossary words with the lookup tool produces
xfst source code needed for class-based generation which is then compiled into a tiny
lexical transducer by xfst17. Thus, we combine the ideas from single word generation.
The lookup tool supports failure-driven strategies so that the guesser is used only if
needed.
Second, the XLE tool parses the glossary entry using the entry specific transducer
as a morphological resource. After parsing, we remove the instantiated number and
case values from the f-structure which allows the generation mechanism to build all
morpho-syntactic correct variations as text strings.
Implementation Details As few as 8 XLE commands are needed for the analyses and
generation function, and only the command regenerate is entry specific.
14 “|” marks the suffix used for guessing.
15 More Information about the Xerox grammar development platform is available from http:
//www.parc.com/istl/groups/nltt/xle/default.html
16 Another valuable alternative would have been FASTR [Jacquemin and Tzoukermann, 1999].
17 Producing an entry specific transducer for known words is not strictly necessary
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Fig. 3. Flow process diagram for morpho-syntactic generation
create-parser np.lfg; # Build parser from LFG grammar
create-generator np.lfg; # Build generator from same grammar
setx gen_selector allstrings; # Produce full strings, not packed ones
set-gen-adds remove "CAS NUM FLX"; # Remove parsed values in f-structure
set-gen-adds add "CAS NUM FLX"; # Insert fresh, but uninstantiated ones
set-gen-outputs strings.txt; # Set output file
regenerate {endlicher Automat}; # Parse the string and generate
The listing on page 41 contains the relevant parts of the LFG grammar needed for the
system. The grammar allows simple adjective noun combinations. We use PARSEONLY
as a negative optimality marker for generation. Back-of-the-book index notation gets the
optimality penalty in the optimality structure.
The lexical rules follow the EAGLES value sequences used in the morphology. Mor-
phological information is read into grammatical features. The special token -unknown
is very suitable for our purposes, because we don’t need to add an entry for each stem.
3.1 Overall algorithm
Our generation service delivers a simple confidence value (known, guessed, error) along
with the results so that the glossary author is warned when more careful verification is
necessary. The following case distinction is in use:
A. Single words
A.1. Found in lexicon or as last part of a hyphenated compound -> known
A.2. Found as inflected form or compound -> known
A.3. Confidently classified by guesser -> guessed
A.4. Not guessable -> error
B. Multi-word terms
B.1. Every single word is known -> known
B.2. At least one word is guessed -> guessed
B.3. At least one word is not guessable -> error
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DT-GRAM GERMAN CONFIG (1.0)
ROOTCAT NP.
GENOPTIMALITYORDER PARSEONLY.
----
DT-GRAM GERMAN MORPHOLOGY (1.0)
TOKENIZE:
P!default-parse-tokenizer.fsmfile
ANALYZE USEALL:
tt.fst
----
DT-GRAM GERMAN RULES (1.0)
NP --> { ADJA N
| [N PUNCT ADJA: PARSEONLY $ o::* ]
| [N PUNCT ADJD: PARSEONLY $ o::* ] }.
N --> N_BASE NPOS_BASE NTYPE_BASE NDECLIN_BASE NUM_BASE CAS_BASE
GEND_BASE FLX_BASE.
ADJA --> A_BASE APOS_BASE ATYPE_BASE AUSEATTR_BASE AINFLECT_BASE
NUM_BASE GEND_BASE ADEGR_BASE CAS_BASE FLX_BASE.
ADJD --> A_BASE APOS_BASE ATYPE_BASE AUSENATTR_BASE AINFLECT_BASE
NUM_BASE GEND_BASE ADEGR_BASE CAS_BASE FLX_BASE.
----
DT-GRAM GERMAN LEXICON (1.0)
=nom CAS XLE (^CAS)=nom.
=gen CAS XLE (^CAS)=gen.
=dat CAS XLE (^CAS)=dat.
=acc CAS XLE (^CAS)=acc.
=sg NUM XLE (^NUM)=sg.
=pl NUM XLE (^NUM)=pl.
=masc GEND XLE (^GEND)=masc.
=fem GEND XLE (^GEND)=fem.
=neut GEND XLE (^GEND)=neut.
=mixed FLX XLE (^FLX)=+.
=strg FLX XLE (^FLX)=+.
=weak FLX XLE (^FLX)=-.
...
=pos ADEGR XLE (^DEGR)=pos.
=comp ADEGR XLE (^DEGR)=comp.
=sup ADEGR XLE(^DEGR)=sup.
-unknown N XLE (^ NSTEM)=%stem;
A XLE (^ ASTEM)=%stem.
‘, PUNCT *.
Fig. 4. Excerpt of the LFG grammar code
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4 Conclusions
We presented a word form generation service for the open source LMS OLAT, which
will be usable by the next OLAT release in August 2009. Experience based on real user
behavior is therefore not available as yet.
The generation of inflected term variants has already been done within several
frameworks, e.g. FLAC [Cartoni et al., 2004] or FASTR [Jacquemin and Tzoukermann,
1999]. As far as we know, there is no free word form generation service available for
German18. For French, a project proposal based on the freely available morphological
resources “Morphalou”19 was made. Syntactic generation will be more prominent within
this language.
Apart from classical definition presentation, the markup of inflected word forms can
also be used in language learning courses for improved lexical lookup if the glossary
entries contain translations and background information as in dictionaries.
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